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1) Consider Margot, Ukamaka, and Cate's comments on creating real characters through attention to 
speech patterns, movements, details, habits; on drawing on life; on cultural appropriation; on 
likeability. 

2) Consider how Stambo establishes the narrator's childhood voice and childhood identity in this 
story. Notice how cultural stereotypes are invoked, but not confirmed. Notice how both real and 
imagined details used. Notice how the child's perspective creates the possibility of moments of 
inaccurate or fantastical or wishful perception of her heritage, identity, and place in the world. 
Notice how we are made somewhat uncertain of the main character's family's socioeconomic status 
and happiness, but develop an acute sense of who she is and who they are, of the rhythms of her 
thoughts and the patterns of her hours with them. 

3) Write a scene or short story in which the main character is a female child. You can write this is 
first person singular, as Stambo did (using "I" and "me" pronouns), or you can use second person 
(you), third person (she), or even plural first person (we). You are welcome include non-binary 
gender orientations in your understanding of the word "female." 

As you write, let the process of imagining your child character be an opportunity to think about how 
you can invent identity and voice without falling back on stereotype, on assumed knowledge, on 
predictability. Consider who you want your character to be, and how you want her to show your 
readers who she is, and how much you want her to consciously know about who she is. Consider 
how the people around her might speak to her or describe her; consider what she might understand 
or not understand about how they relate to her and how they relate to the world. 

 

Suggested length: 1000-2000 words 

 


